ABOUT IXL

IXL is a personalized learning platform that is proven to improve learning outcomes for all students. IXL’s comprehensive K-12 curriculum, Continuous Diagnostic, personalized guidance, and actionable real-time Analytics work together seamlessly to give teachers everything they need to differentiate instruction and help students grow.

Comprehensive Curriculum

IXL has spent more than 10 years building a comprehensive curriculum. With more than 7,000 skills covering math, English language arts, science, social studies, and Spanish, IXL can support nearly any learning need from pre-K through 12th grade. Each IXL skill is carefully scaffolded and adapts to learners as they grow, ensuring they’re supported and challenged at the right moments.

Continuous Diagnostic

IXL’s comprehensive curriculum provides the foundation for a new kind of assessment. The IXL Continuous Diagnostic assesses students at a deep level, providing reliable insights on their grade level proficiency on key math and language arts strands. With this portrait of student knowledge always at hand, teachers can make smarter decisions about how to reach every student where they are.

Personalized Guidance

Based on student work in the curriculum and the Continuous Diagnostic, IXL creates a personalized action plan for each learner, seamlessly linking to the exact skills that will help them fill knowledge gaps and build on their current understanding. IXL’s guidance provides a flexible pathway for growth, empowering teachers to remain in the driver’s seat and make choices for their students when needed.

Actionable Analytics

IXL Analytics makes it simple for teachers to deliver data-driven instruction that supports every student at the right level. Easy-to-use and intuitive reports help teachers monitor classroom performance and growth, pinpoint trouble spots in real time, and group students with similar needs, so that they can use their limited class time more effectively.
IMPLEMENTATION MODELS
Schools around the world are using IXL’s flexible platform to provide personalized support in a variety of settings:
- Whole-class instruction
- Blended learning and flipped classrooms
- Homework
- Intervention (RTI/MTSS)
- English language learner (ELL) support
- Computer lab
- One-to-one
- Standards preparation
- ...and more!

To read case studies on the many ways IXL can be implemented to enhance student learning, please visit: www.ixl.com/casestudies

COMMON CORE AND STATE STANDARDS ALIGNMENTS
IXL is aligned to the Common Core State Standards, the Next Generation Science Standards, and standards for all 50 U.S. states, the District of Columbia and DoDEA. IXL unpacks each standard into the exact IXL skills that support it, helping teachers easily select skills and drive progress. In addition, teachers can monitor their students' state standards readiness throughout the year and ensure that their classes are on the right track. To find alignments to your state standards, please visit: www.ixl.com/standards

PROVEN RESULTS ON STATE ASSESSMENTS
IXL is proven to help students achieve meaningful gains: in studies covering all 49,104 public schools across 20 states, results consistently showed that IXL schools outperformed all others on state assessments. IXL’s comprehensive standards alignments help students deepen their knowledge of each learning objective. And, with rigorous problem types that are designed to meet the demands of the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessment items, IXL fully prepares students for the format of the exams. To read IXL’s efficacy studies, please visit: www.ixl.com/research

TEXTBOOK ALIGNMENTS
IXL's comprehensive content can support any curriculum, including many popular textbook series. We provide detailed alignments with recommended IXL skills for the following textbooks:

**MATH**
- EngageNY
- Bridges
- enVisionMATH
- Eureka Math
- GO Math!
- California GO Math!
- Texas GO Math!
- My Math
- Big Ideas Math
- Glencoe Math
- HMH Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2
- HMH California, Texas
- Pearson Texas
- McGraw-Hill Integrated Math
- HMH Integrated Math

**SPANISH**
- ¡Así se dice!
- ¡Avancemos!
- Descubre
- Español Santillana
- Realidades

**LANGUAGE ARTS**
- EngageNY ELA

For full textbook alignment details, please visit: www.ixl.com/inspiration/curriculum-alignments
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
IXL is proud to provide a broad range of professional development opportunities for educators. Our professional development packages are customized to meet your school's needs and include live webinars, on-site trainings, on-demand videos, and personalized consulting from IXL’s instructional specialists. To learn more, please visit: www.ixl.com/professional-learning

TECH INTEGRATION
IXL is designed to integrate easily with your existing technology. To get started with IXL, all students need is a computer, tablet, or phone with a connection to the Internet! IXL works seamlessly with your student information system to keep rosters updated, and offers Google single sign-on for effortless schoolwide access. And, our dedicated Account Services team is on-hand to support you during the onboarding process and throughout the year.

MOBILE: IXL FOR IPAD, IPHONE, ANDROID, AND KINDLE
IXL’s software has been tailor-made for the mobile experience, combining all the functionality of our website and a host of unique app-only features. Whether you have a few tablets, a full-fledged 1:1 initiative, or just student mobile device access at home, IXL can make learning an on-the-go experience.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT
IXL is committed to helping teachers and parents build a strong connection between home and school. With at-home access to IXL, parents can track their child’s progress using intuitive reports from IXL Analytics. As students reinforce the skills they learn in school, parents have the tools they need to provide support and guidance at home.
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